
Toshiba gives you a voice. What’s yours?

“Why should  
  budget limit  

     patient care?”

Premium 1.5T MRI System



Vantage Elan™ MRI: The features you want—
with reliability you can afford.

INCREASING THROUGHPUT, EASE OF USE, AND ULTIMATELY,   
QUALITY PATIENT CARE.
If your needs require a small-space MR imaging system that delivers day after day without  
compromise—reliability matters most. Vantage Elan offers performance that’s best in class.

QUALITY THAT FITS YOUR BUDGET.
Vantage Elan is budget friendly and has a low cost of ownership—including low maintenance, 
energy consumption, and high efficiency, allowing quality MR imaging at your price point.

QUALITY CARE FOR YOUR PATIENTS.
Comfort is important, and with Pianissimo  
noise-reduction technology, scans are quieter  
and more efficient. Non-contrast imaging  
reduces the need for injections during the exam.  
The shorter bore of Vantage Elan helps to reduce 
claustrophobia in patients, while the 63 cm size 
accommodates a wide variety of patients.

Our small-space requirements 
shouldn’t prevent us from getting 

a comprehensive and reliable  
system we can afford.

*This footprint meets US ADA and NEC guidelines. The minimum footprint may not be applied to some cases depending on each site situation.

FEATURES BENEFITS

COMPACT FOOTPRINT
The Vantage Elan magnet and couch  
fit in a footprint of 23 square meters*

NON-CONTRAST IMAGING
MR system with a complete suite  
of contrast-free MRA techniques

QUALITY IMAGING
Detailed diagnostic imaging

EASY INSTALLATION
Six days from delivery to scanning

COST EFFICIENT
Budget friendly and low cost of  
ownership

QUIETER SCANS
Enhanced comfort and patient  
satisfaction from Pianissimo™  
noise-reduction technology  

ECO-FRIENDLY
Reduced energy consumption

IMPROVED PATIENT  
LINE OF SIGHT
Short bore decreases  
patient claustrophobia

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
M-Power™ maximizes operator  
efficiency with streamlined workflow

ACCOMMODATE MORE
63 cm wide accommodates a  
variety of patient sizes



The Vantage Elan magnet and couch fit in a footprint of 23 square meters.* Reliability, ease  
of use, maximum patient throughput, and patient comfort are all carefully considered and 
masterfully delivered, time after time.
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Health Care’s Triple Aim
With Vantage Elan, Toshiba leads the quest for better health care:

Improved  
individual care
Pianissimo noise-reduction 
technology provides a quieter 
patient experience

Better health  
for populations
Non-contrast imaging 
for less invasive, better 
quality, and faster scans

Lower total  
costs of care
Eco-friendly mode reduces 
energy consumption and 
lowers costs
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Maximum output. Minimal footprint.

*This footprint meets US ADA and NEC guidelines. The minimum footprint may not be applied to some cases depending on each site situation.


